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VOLUNTEER WAIVER 

 
 

I, ________________________________, agree to waive and forever hold harmless and indemnify Canadian 
Chihuahua Rescue and Transport ("CCRT") from any and all claims or suits for damages, destruction, injury, 
veterinary or medical expenses or death caused to any other animal or person, howsoever caused, by any 
Chihuahua or Chihuahua mixed breed (a "CCRT Dog") fostered, transported, or encountered by me under the 
auspices of my volunteer work for CCRT. 
 
I further indemnify and hold CCRT harmless from any suits or claims arising out of my volunteer work for CCRT 
under any and all conditions and do not hold CCRT responsible for any damages, injuries to myself or other 
persons or other animals or veterinary or medical expenses caused as a result of any action by any CCRT Dog, 
howsoever caused, whether or not that CCRT Dog was under my direct or indirect control and responsibility. 
 
I further agree to notify any member of the current Committee immediately of any aggressive, anti-social or 
otherwise negative behaviour exhibited by any CCRT Dog over which I have direct or indirect control and 
responsibility.  The Committee agrees to give due consideration to any advice, suggestions or opinions that I, 
as foster, may have with regard to dealing with the negative behaviour.  I agree to follow the Committee's 
advice and direction concerning the manner in which the negative behaviour should be dealt with including, 
but not limited to, removal to a different foster home or euthanasia.  
 
All CCRT Dogs under my control and for which I have accepted temporary responsibility will remain leashed at 
all times when not in my residence or vehicle and will not be permitted to roam off-leash out of doors under 
any circumstances. 
 
I have reviewed the CCRT Volunteer Manual and agree to abide by all policies included in the document. The 
Volunteer Manual is subject to change and regular updates and I agree to review it when informed of any 
change or updates made to it.  
 
All CCRT Dogs under my control and for which I have accepted temporary responsibility will not knowingly be 
exposed to threatening or dangerous situations and, if such a situation presents itself, all CCRT Dogs will 
immediately be removed from such a situation including being removed from that foster home.  
 
I will not use any training aids or training method that causes, or has the potential to cause, pain, injury or 
discomfort to any foster dog within my care. Examples include, but are not limited to, pinch collars, choke 
chains, shock collars, etc. I will not hit, kick or otherwise use negative actions to correct the behavior of a 
foster dog within my care. If I am unsure if a training aid or method is appropriate, I will contact the 
Committee for review and will abide by their decision on the matter.  
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I understand that the CCRT is the lawful and legal owner of the dog(s) and may, at any time, remove the dog 
from my care should the CCRT deem it necessary 
 
DATED at _____________________________, this _____ day of __________________, 201___   . 
          City, Province 
 
 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
(Signature) 
 
 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
(Name)  Please print 


